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Abstract
A new type of stellarator divertor is found. It has features of both a nonresonant divertor (A.
Punjabi and A. H. Boozer, Phys. Plasmas 27, 012503 (2020)) as well as a resonant divertor. It
has the outermost confining surface with sharp edges and large islands outside the outermost
surface. For this reason, we have called it hybrid divertor. This divertor can be configured by
adjusting the currents in external coils which produce nonresonant perturbations. We have
simulated this divertor using the method developed in (A. H. Boozer and A. Punjabi, Phys. Plasmas
25, 092520 (2018)). The simulation shows that the footprints have fixed locations on the wall and
are stellarator symmetric. The magnetic field lines leave and enter the outermost surface through
three magnetic turnstiles. The probability exponents of the three turnstiles are 2.1, 2.25, and 4.3.
The hybrid divertor confines larger plasma volume, has higher average shear, larger footprints,
lower average density of strike points, lower maximum density of strike points, and longer losstimes than the nonresonant stellarator divertor. The hybrid divertor is robust against small
changes in the rotational transform and large changes in the shape parameter that controls the
sharp edges on the outermost confining surface.
five islands in poloidal plane1. In resonant
divertor, the divertor region is compact,
located very close to plasma body, and has
long connection length. A fixed rotational
transform has to be maintained at the plasma
edge to form islands and the collector plates
have to be placed close to plasma. In
nonresonant divertors, external magnetic
field produces sharp edges on the outermost
confining surface, and the X-points
associated with the sharp edges only partially
cover the toroidal angle. The magnetic flux
tubes that carry the field lines exiting the

I. Introduction
Stellarator divertors are of two types:
resonant and nonresonant. In resonant
stellarator divertors, an external magnetic
perturbation which is resonant on a magnetic
surface in the edge is applied to create
magnetic islands outside the last confining
magnetic surface. The resonant perturbation
splits the magnetic surface forming a chain of
islands. The islands divert the plasma exhaust
to walls where it is pumped away. The W7-X
stellarator has a resonant divertor on the
surface with rotational transform ι = 5/5 with
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outermost surface strike the wall in robust
fixed locations2,3.
Recently an efficient method for
simulation of stellarator was developed4. In
this method, magnetic field lines are given an
artificial radial velocity allowing the
diffusing field lines to explore the magnetic
topology in the annulus the outermost
confining surface and the wall and strike the
wall. The field lines are started on a good
surface midway between the magnetic axis
and the outermost confining surface and exit
the outermost surface through one or more
magnetic turnstiles and reach the wall5-8. The
starting points just need to be well inside the
outermost confining surface.
In stellarator divertors, a magnetic
turnstile in the annulus consists of a pair of
stellarator-symmetric9 flux tubes. In an
outgoing tube, the field lines leave the
outermost surface; and in an incoming tube,
the lines enter the surface. The intersection of
the turnstiles with the wall makes the
footprint on the wall. From the simulation,
we can calculate the scaling of the loss-times
of the field lines with radial velocity and
estimate the probability exponents for the
loss of lines through magnetic turnstiles. The
exponent is the power of the distance away
from the outermost surface in the probability
distribution4. In our previous paper10, we
studied the nonresonant stellarator divertor
using the simulation method. This simulation
was for the nonresonant stellarator divertor
with no large magnetic islands outside the
outermost surface. A follow-up study of the
nonresonant stellarator divertor showed that
there are two families of magnetic turnstile in
nonresonant stellarator divertor. For the first
family, the outgoing and incoming turnstile
leave and enter the last surface at the same
location. For the second family, the outgoing
and the incoming turnstiles leave and enter

the last surface on opposite sides. This was a
very important finding because it violated the
conventional understanding of Hamiltonian
chaos11. The two families were stellarator
symmetric and had fixed locations on the
wall. The turnstiles were robust against
strong breaking of stellarator symmetry11.
The most important result in this
paper is that of the discovery of a new type of
stellarator divertor. This new divertor has
features of both the nonresonant and resonant
divertor. It has the outermost surface with
sharp edges; and has large islands outside of
and close to the outermost surface. Because
of these hybrid features, we call this new
divertor hybrid divertor.
Here,
we
study
nonresonant
stellarator divertor with large islands located
at a short distance outside the outermost
surface. All the parameters are same as in our
previous simulation10 except that one of the
shape parameters is changed. The shape of
the outermost magnetic surface in a
nonresonant stellarator divertor is controlled
by three parameters called the shape
parameters. These parameters control the
elongation, triangularity, and sharpness of the
outermost surface. The shape parameter that
controls the sharpness of the surface is
changed. This produces a new magnetic
configuration which is that of a hybrid
divertor. The results of the simulation of this
new divertor are reported. The results are
compared with those from the simulation of
the nonresonant stellarator divertor10.
The simulation methodology used in
our previous paper10 is used. The location and
the geometry of the wall is the same. The
Hamiltonian for the trajectories of field lines
is the same; see Equation (1) in [10]. The only
difference is in the value of the shape
parameter, εx, that controls the sharpness of
the outermost surface. The map equations,
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Equations (2)-(4) in [10], are used to
integrate the field lines. Field lines are given
a constant radial velocity in the ψt-space as
described in Section IIC of [10]. ψt is the
toroidal flux. The model for loss of field lines
to walls through magnetic turnstiles,
Equations (6) – (9) in [10], is used. Field lines
are started on a surface midway between the
magnetic axis and the outermost surface. The
stellarator has five periods, np = 5. The stepsize of the map is δζ = 2π/3600. The reason
for using the same parameters as before is
that it allows us to compare the results for the
nonresonant divertor with the hybrid
divertor.
The key findings of this study of the
hybrid stellarator divertor are: (1) A new type
of stellarator divertor is found. It has features
of both the nonresonant and the resonant
divertor. It can be configured by adjusting the
currents in the external coils that produce
nonresonant magnetic perturbations in
stellarators. (2) Field lines go into three
magnetic turnstiles connecting the outermost
surface to the wall. The footprints are
stellarator-symmetric and have fixed location
on the wall for all velocities. The probability
exponents of the turnstiles are 2.1, 2.25, and
4.3. For the hybrid divertor the field lines go
into three turnstiles; while for the
nonresonant divertor, the lines go into two
turnstiles and one pseudo turnstile??. (3)
When the hybrid divertor is compared with
the nonresonant divertor, we see that the
hybrid divertor has some desirable features.
It confines larger plasma volume, has lower
average density of strike points and lower
maximum density of strike points, and larger
loss-times. Hybrid divertor is robust against
fluctuations in the rotational transform on
magnetic axis and in the amplitude of the
nonresonant perturbation which gives sharp
edges to the outermost surface.

This paper is organized as follows:
Section II describes the magnetic
configuration of the hybrid divertor. Section
III describes the simulation method that is
used. Section IV gives the results. These
results include the footprints in the hybrid
divertor, the calculation of probability
exponents, and the comparison of
nonresonant divertor with hybrid divertor.
Section V gives the summary, the
conclusions, and the discussion of results.
II. The magnetic configuration of the
hybrid divertor
The Hamiltonian for the trajectories
of magnetic field lines in a single period of
the hybrid divertor is given by4,10
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ψp is poloidal flux, ψt is toroidal flux, ι0 is
rotational transform on magnetic axis, ζ is
toroidal angle of the period. ζ is related to the
toroidal angle φ by ζ = npφ. θ is poloidal
angle. Radial position r is given by

r   t  Bc . Bc is a characteristic magnetic
field strength. The poloidal flux ψp is per
period.
The shape parameters for the hybrid
divertor are ε0 = ½, εt = ½, and εx = -1/10. The
nonresonant stellarator divertor4,10 had ε0 =
½, εt = ½, and εx = -0.31. The stellarator has
five periods, np = 5. All five periods are
considered to be identical. The rotational
3

before10; now it is 1.5418. So, roughly about
15% more toroidal flux is confined in hybrid
divertor. The outermost surface is at r/b =
0.7571, θ = 0, and ζ = 0. The outermost
surface in nonresonant divertor was at r/b =
0.87, θ = 0, and ζ = 0. So, in the ζ = 0 plane
at θ = 0, the radial position of the outermost
surface in hybrid divertor is smaller than in
nonresonant divertor; 0.7571 < 0.87; the
toroidal flux inside the outermost surface is
larger in hybrid divertor than in nonresonant
divertor. This is because of the deformation
of the outermost surface as it moves through
the period toroidally. The largest radial
excursion of the outermost surface, rmax/b,
was ≅ 2 in nonresonant divertor10, now it is
1.95 in hybrid divertor.
The rotational transform on the
magnetic axis is chosen to be ι0 = 0.15 as
before10. The rotational transform ι(r/b) for
the single period is shown in Figure 2. ι on
the outermost surface is 0.1625. See Figure 2.
In nonresonant divertor, ι on the outermost
surface was 0.1616 (see Figure 2 in [10]). So,
the ι on outermost surface is now very
slightly higher, ~ 6%. Average shear ι’(r/b)
for confining surfaces is 0.0088. The average
shear for confining surfaces before was
0.0073. So, the average shear in hybrid
divertor is about 21% higher. At θ = 0, ζ = 0,
the width of island is about 0.31 and the
outermost surface is at about r/b = 0.76; so,
the width of island is about 40% of the radius
of the outermost surface. Therefore, these
islands are large.
The rotational transform of hybrid
divertor is robust against small variations in
ι0. The magnetic configuration does not
change for ι0 = 0.15±0.05. This change in ι0
is about ±7%. See Figure 2b. In this range of
variation in ι0, the average magnetic shear,
𝜄′(𝑟/𝑏), for the good surfaces becomes
smaller as ι0 becomes smaller; see Figure 2b.

transform on the magnetic axis is ι0 ≅ 0.15.
The step-size of the map is δζ = 2π/3600. ι0
and δζ are same as before10. The phase
portraits of the hybrid divertor in the poloidal
planes ζ = 0 and ζ = π are shown in Figure 1.
In nonresonant divertor, external coils
produce nonresonant magnetic fields. The
mode spectrum of the nonresonant external
fields is (m,n) = (2,1) + (3,1) + (4,1). When
the amplitude of the (4,1) mode is large, i.e.
εx = -0.31, there are no large islands in the
stochastic region outside the outermost
surface. When the amplitude is small, εx = 0.1, the nonresonant field produces a chain of
six large islands outside the outermost
surface where 𝜄 = 1/6. This island chain is
produced by the second harmonic of the m =
3 nonresonant mode. See Figures 1 and 2.
The outermost confining surface is at r/b =
0.7571, θ = 0, and ζ = 0 where r / b 

t / g

. The average normalized toroidal flux inside
the outermost surface is  0  t , LGS / g =
1.5418.  t ,LGS denotes the toroidal flux inside
the outermost surface. The average toroidal
flux contained inside the outermost surface is
calculated by starting the field line on the xaxis; i.e. at r0 = rOGS, θ0 = 0, ζ0 = 0; and
integrating the line forward for 10,000
toroidal circuits of the period. It takes 3,600
iterations of the map to complete a single
toroidal circuit of the period. So, for 10,000
toroidal circuits, we get 10,000×3,600 values
of ψt. The average of these 10,000×3,600
values of ψt gives us ψ0. The wall is circular
with radius rwall/b = 4 as before10. The largest
radial excursion of the outermost confining
surface is rmax/b = 1.95. The largest radial
excursion of the chain of islands is rmax/b =
2.355. See Figure 1d.
The average toroidal flux contained
inside the outermost surface, ψ0, was 1.3429
4

The magnetic configuration is also robust
against a wide variation in the shape
parameter εx. We get the same magnetic
configuration for fixed ε0 = εt = ½, ι0 = 0.15,
and -1/5 ≤ εx ≤ -1/10; see Figure 2c. In the
case of variation in εx as opposed to variation
in ι0, the average shear does not change much
but the sizes of the islands change; see
Figures 2b and 2c. The robustness of the
hybrid divertor against small changes in ι0
and wide changes in εx is important because
in resonant divertor the rotational transform
has to be kept fixed.

FIGURE 1. (a) The phase portrait in the ζ = 0
poloidal plane of a single period in the stellarator
with a hybrid divertor. The good magnetic surfaces
inside the outermost confining surface are shown in
blue. The outermost confining surface is shown in
black. The islands and stochastic lines outside the
outermost confining surface are shown in blue. (b)
The phase portrait in the ζ = π poloidal planes of a
single period in the stellarator with a hybrid
divertor. The color codes are the same as in Figure
1a. (c) the intercepting wall at r/b = 4, the outermost
confining surface at r/b = 0.7571, θ = 0, ζ = 0, and
the midway starting surface for field lines at r/b =
0.7571/2, θ = 0, ζ = 0. The wall is shown in black.
The outermost confining surface is shown in blue.
The starting surface is shown in green. (d) The
maximum radial excursion of the outermost
confining surface and the islands. The maximum
radial excursion of the outermost confining surface
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is at r/b = 1.95, ζ = 1.6581 radians; and the
maximum radial excursion of the islands is at r/b =
2.355, ζ = 4.6723 radians. The wall is shown in
blue. The outermost surface is shown in red. The
islands are shown in green.

FIGURE

2.

(a)

The

rotational

transform

  d  / d  for a single period with ι0 = 0.15, ε0 =

εt = ½ and εx = -1/10. (b) The rotational transform
ι(r/b) for a single period with ε0 = εt = ½, εx = -1/10,
and 0.145 ≤ ι0 ≤ 0.155. (c) The rotational transform
ι(r/b) for a single period with ε0 = εt = ½, ι0 = 0.15,
and -1/5 ≤ εx ≤ -1/10.

III. Simulation
The good magnetic surface located
midway between the magnetic axis and the
outermost confining surface is chosen as the
starting surface for field lines as before. The
outermost surface is at r/b = 0.7571, θ = 0, ζ
= 0. A field line is started at this point and
advanced for 10,000 toroidal circuits of the
period, and every 10th position (rj/b,θj) of
1000 points in the ζ = 0 poloidal plane are
recorded, j = 1,2,…,1000. Then, the starting
positions of the 1000 lines are (½)(rj/b), θj,
and ζj ≡ 0. See Figure 1c. These 1,000 lines
are advanced for 10,000 toroidal circuits of
the period in forward and backward
directions using the stellarator map10 for a
fixed value of the radial velocity uψ. The
strike points of field lines on the wall are
calculated. This procedure is repeated for
radial velocity u / g = 1, 0.9, 0.8, …, 3×105

, 2×10-5. For each value of the radial
velocity, the footprint on the wall r/b = 4 is
calculated for forward and backward moving
lines using the continuous analog of the
stellarator map10. Simulation data gives the
loss-times for forward and backward moving
lines that go into the turnstiles. Using the
scaling of the loss-time with the radial
velocity, the probability exponents are
estimated10.
In this paper, box-area is used to
make rough estimates of the sizes of
footprints, the average and the maximum
densities of lines striking the wall. This
6

allows us to compare the nonresonant
stellarator divertors with the hybrid divertor.

range of toroidal angle; see Figures 3-5. The
smallest fraction of lines goes in the third
turnstile.
For uψ ≤ 10-2, the fractions of lines
going into the three turnstiles is roughly
constant; see Figure 3b. For uψ ≤ 10-2, the
number of lines going in the second turnstile
is roughly thirty times larger than those going
in the third turnstile; and roughly two times
larger than those going in the first turnstile.
For uψ > 10-2, the distribution is quite
irregular.

IV. Results
A. Footprint and turnstiles
When the wall is sufficiently far away
from the outermost surface, the magnetic
field lines exiting the outermost surface move
through the magnetic turnstiles and reach the
wall. The intersection of the turnstiles with
the wall is the footprint. In the limit of
vanishing velocity, uψ → 0, the intersection
of the turnstiles gives the magnetic footprint.
Each turnstile is made up of a pair of flux
tubes; one outgoing tube and one incoming
tube. Forward moving lines go in the
outgoing tube, and the backward moving
lines go in the incoming tube.
The most significant feature of the footprints
in the simulation is that for all velocities uψ
the field lines go into three magnetic
turnstiles. The footprints are stellarator
symmetric and have fixed locations on the
wall. This is consistent with the findings of
Bader et al2. The footprints become smaller
as velocity becomes smaller. See Figures 4
and 5.
The intersection of the first turnstile
with the wall is a continuous toroidal stripe
lying slightly above and below θ = 0. It
covers the entire range of the toroidal angle ζ
from 0 to 2π and bites its own tail for all
velocities. See Figures 3-5. The second
turnstile is also continuous toroidal stripe but
it does not cover the whole range of toroidal
angle for all velocities. It does not bite its own
tail. It covers the whole range of toroidal
angle when uψ > 10-2, and not when uψ ≤ 102
. See Figures 3-5. This is why we have called
these two turnstiles the first turnstile and the
second turnstile. Largest fraction of line goes
into the second turnstile; see below. The third
turnstile is smallest, and covers a very small

FIGURE 3. (a) The footprints for all the radial
velocities uψ = 2×10-5, 3×10-5, …,1.
All the
footprints are shown together. The footprints are the
intersection of magnetic turnstiles with the wall at
r/b = 4. There are three magnetic turnstiles in the
annulus between the outermost surface and the wall
connecting the outermost surface to the wall. The
three turnstiles are labelled by the numbers 1, 2, and
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3, denoting the first, the second, and the third
turnstile, respectively. The forward moving field
lines exit the outermost surface through the
outgoing flux tubes of the three turnstiles and reach
the wall. The backward moving field lines enter the
outermost surface through the incoming flux tubes
of the turnstiles. Color codes: Red: the footprints
of the forward lines, Green: the footprints of the
backward lines. (b) The number of forward and
backward lines going into the three turnstiles as
functions of radial velocity uψ. The labels 1, 2, and
3 denote the first, second, and the third turnstile,
respectively. Color code: Red: Forward lines,
Green: Backward lines.

FIGURE 4. Footprints of the field lines with
different velocities. Footprints are intersections of
magnetic turnstiles with the wall. The intersections
of the first, second, and the third turnstile are
labelled 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Intersections of
the outgoing tubes are shown in red, and the
incoming tubes are shown in green. (a) uψ =1, (b) uψ
= 10-2, and (c) uψ = 10-4.

FIGURE 5. The footprint for the smallest velocity
uψ = 2E-5. In the limit of vanishing velocity, the
intersection of turnstiles with the wall gives the
magnetic footprint. The labels 1, 2, and 3 denote the
intersections of the first, second, and third turnstile,
respectively. Color code: Red = Forward lines,
Green = Backward lines.

B. Probability exponents
We use the simulation data to
estimate the probability exponents for the
three turnstiles. The method used is the same
as used before10. We first calculate the loss8

time for field lines for the forward and
backward trajectories. The loss-time ζl is the
number of toroidal transits of a single period
of the stellarator when the number of field
lines remaining in plasma has fallen to 1/e of
the starting value10. The loss-time is
calculated from when the first line hits the
wall, ζ0.
Both the underlying magnetic
configuration and the wall are stellarator
symmetric. So, ideally the loss-times of the
forward and the backward lines for a given
velocity must be exactly equal. Departures
from the exact equality occur due to
statistical and numerical errors in simulation.
When the departures are sufficiently small,
the simulation data can give us reliable and
consistent estimates of scalings and the
probability exponents. The average loss-time
for a turnstile is <ζl> = (ζl,FW+ζl,BW)/2, and
difference between the loss-times of the
forward and backward lines for a given
velocity is Δζl = | ζl,FW – ζl,BW |. Here ζl,FW is
the loss-time for the forward lines, and ζl,BW
is the loss-time for the backward lines for a
given velocity uψ.

d1 = 2.2238 and the error in d1 is 2.0063 < d1
< 2.4753. From this,
d1 = 2.2238 ≅ 2.25.

FIGURE 6. The scaling of the loss-time ζl with the
velocity uψ for the first turnstile. Color code: Red
squares = the loss time for the forward lines, Green
diamonds = the loss-time for the backward lines,
Black triangles = the average loss-time <ζl> when
the deviation of loss-times from exact equality δζl <
2%. The loss-time ζl scales as 1/𝑢 .
, giving the
probability exponent d1 = 2.2238.

2. Second turnstile
For the second turnstile, there are
thirteen values of velocity for which the
deviation δζl < 2%. These data points with δζl
< 2% are used to estimate the scaling of the
loss-time with velocity for the second
turnstile, see Figure 7. Linear fit to
log(<ζl>(uψ)) versus log(uψ) gives

1. First turnstile
For the first turnstile, there are sixteen
values of velocity for which the deviation δζl
< 2%. These data points with δζl < 2% are
used to estimate the scaling of the loss-time
with velocity for the first turnstile, see Figure
6. Linear fit to log(<ζl>(uψ)) versus log(uψ)
gives

 l  c1u

p1


,

(3)

 l  c2u 2 ,
p

(2)

(4)

where c2 = 3.0117, 2.8893 < c2 < 3.1393, p2
= -0.6781 ± 0.0075, and the coefficient of
multiple determination for the fit is R2 =
0.9993. The degree of freedom for regression
is 1.0000. Then, the probability exponent for

where the subscript 1 denotes the first
turnstile, and c1 = 2.4503, 2.2036 < c1 <
2.7245, p1 = -0.6898 ± 0.0224, and the
coefficient of multiple determination for the
fit is R2 = 0.9927. The probability exponent
9

the second turnstile is d2 = 2.1069 and the
error in d2 is 2.0360 < d2 < 2.1813. From this,
d2 = 2.1069≅ 2.1.

secondary family is d3 = 4.3058 and the error
in d3 is 3.3827 < d3 < 5.7215. From this,

(5)

d3 = 4.3058≅ 4.3.

FIGURE 8. The scaling of the loss-time ζl with the
velocity uψ for the third turnstile. Color code: Red
squares = the loss time for the forward lines, Green
diamonds = the loss-time for the backward lines,
Black triangles = the average loss-time <ζl> when
the deviation of loss-times from exact equality δζl <
2%. The loss-time ζl scales as 1/𝑢 .
, giving the
probability exponent d3 = 4.3058.

FIGURE 7. The scaling of the loss-time ζl with the
velocity uψ for the second turnstile. Color code: Red
squares = the loss time for the forward lines, Green
diamonds = the loss-time for the backward lines,
Black triangles = the average loss-time <ζl> when
the deviation of loss-times from exact equality δζl <
2%. The loss-time ζl scales as 1/𝑢 .
, giving the
probability exponent d2 = 2.1069.

C. Comparison of hybrid divertor with
nonresonant divertor
In hybrid divertor, the outermost
confining surface is at r/b = 0.7571, θ = 0, ζ
= 0; in nonresonant divertor, the outermost
confining surface is at r/b = 0.87, θ = 0, ζ =
0. See Figure 9a. In hybrid divertor, the
average normalized toroidal flux inside the
outermost confining surface is ψ0 = 1.5418;
in nonresonant divertor ψ0 = 1.3429. So, the
hybrid divertor confines about 15% more
toroidal flux than nonresonant divertor. Since
ψt ∝ r2, this also means that hybrid divertor
confines 15% more plasma volume than
nonresonant divertor.
Rotational transform ι on the
outermost surface in hybrid divertor is
0.1625; see Figure 9b. In nonresonant

3. Third turnstile
For the third turnstile, there are nine
values of velocity for which the deviation δζl
< 2%. These nine data points are used to
estimate the scaling of the loss-time with
velocity, see Figure 8. Linear fit to
log(<ζl>(uψ)) versus log(uψ) gives

 l  c3u 3 ,
p

(7)

(6)

where c3 = 0.9959, 0.8260 < c3 < 1.2007,
p3 = -0.8115 ± 0.0397; and the coefficient of
multiple determination for the fit is R2 =
0.9917. The degree of freedom for regression
is 1.0000. The probability exponent for the
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divertor, ι on the outermost surface is 0.1616.
So, the ι on outermost surface is slightly
higher, ~ 6%, in hybrid divertor. Average
shear ι’(r/b) for good surfaces is 0.0088. The
average shear for good surfaces in
nonresonant divertor is 0.0073. So, the
average shear is about 21% higher; see Figure
9b.
Nonresonant divertor has two
turnstiles and one pseudo turnstile10-??. The
true turnstiles are called the adjoining
turnstile and the separated turnstile, and their
exponents are 9/5 and 9/4, respectively. The
exponent of the pseudo turnstile is -3/2.
Hybrid divertor has three turnstiles. The first
turnstile of the hybrid divertor and the
adjoining turnstile of the nonresonant
divertor are both continuous toroidal stripes
covering the whole toroidal angle of the
period, and biting their own tails. Their
exponents are -9/4 in hybrid divertor, and 9/5
in nonresonant divertor. Similarly, second
turnstile of the hybrid divertor corresponds to
the separated turnstile of the nonresonant
divertor, and their exponents are 21/10 and
9/4, respectively. However, we do not know
if the second turnstile of the hybrid divertor
is separated or not. This remains to be
investigated. The third turnstile of the hybrid
divertor and the pseudo turnstile of the
nonresonant divertor correspond to each
other, and their exponents are -3/2 and 43/10,
respectively.
To estimate the size of the footprints,
we use the approach of box-area. We

nearest integer to √(2000) = 44.7214 is 45.
So, each of the squares is (1/45) by (1/45).
These 45×45 = 2025 squares of equal size
cover the unit square [0,1)×[0,1). We count
the number of squares that cover the
footprint. This means that we count the
number of squares with at least a single strike
point inside it. We denote this number by Ns.
The subscript s denotes strike point. The
number of squares that cover the unit square
in the  ,  plane is denoted by Nc where the
subscript c denotes covering; Nc = 2025.
Then the box-area of the footprint, A, is given
by
A = Ns/Nc.

(8)

The box-area is a good rough estimate
of the area of the footprint on the wall. The
footprint is a scatter of points in 2D. The
number of covering square, Nc, is chosen to
be the integer closest to the cardinality of the
set of the 2000 strike points; otherwise
lim  N s N c   1 and lim  N s N c   0 . We
N c 1

Nc 

also used 40×40, 41×41, … , 45×45, … ,
50×50 boxes. What we found was that the
results given below varied marginally. Far
from 45×45 boxes, the results varied widely.
The box-area also allows us to estimate the
average density of strike points nav = 2000/Ns
and the maximum density of strike points
given by nMAX = the maximum of ni where ni
is the number of strike points in the ith box.
We estimate the box-area A, the
average densities nAV and nMAX as functions of
velocities in both the hybrid divertor and the
nonresonant divertor. We show these results
in Figures 9c, 9d, and 9e, respectively.
The areas of the footprints with and
without islands are roughly the same for
velocities uψ > 10-2; see Figure 9c. For these
large velocities, the area becomes smaller as

normalize the angles to unity,    / 2 and
𝜃 = 𝜃⁄2𝜋 . Then, the footprint on the wall in
the  ,  plane is inside a unit square
[0,1)×[0,1). There are a total of 2,000 strike
points in this unit square. We divide the unit
square into ~ 2,000 squares. Each square is of
the size ~ 1/√(2000) × 1/√2000. The
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the velocity decreases; see Figure 9c. For
small velocities, uψ ≤ 10-2, the areas become
roughly constant for both hybrid and
nonresonant divertors; see Figure 9c.
However, for small velocities, the constant
area in hybrid divertor is about A ≅ 0.054,
and the constant area in nonresonant divertor
is about A ≅ 0.042. So, for small velocities,
the area of the footprints in hybrid divertor is
about 29% larger than in nonresonant
divertor.
Similar trend is seen in the
dependence of average density per occupied
box, nAV. For large velocities, uψ > 10-2, the
average density nAV as a function of the
velocity is roughly same in both hybrid and
nonresonant divertors; and nAV(uψ) is a
decreasing function of uψ; see Figure 9d. For
small velocities, uψ ≤ 10-2, the average
densities are constant for both hybrid and
nonresonant divertors. For small velocities,
in hybrid divertor, nAV ≅ 24; and in
nonresonant divertor, nAV ≅ 18.5; see Figure
9d. So, for small velocities, the average
density is about 23% smaller in hybrid
divertor than in nonresonant divertor.
The maximum density per box, nMAX,
is generally smaller in hybrid divertor than in
nonresonant divertor; see Figure 9e.
We calculate the loss-times for the
forward and backward trajectories,
ζl,FW(uψ) and ζl,BW(uψ), and calculate the
average loss-time ζl(uψ) in both hybrid and
nonresonant divertors. The results are
shown in Figure 9f. We see that the losstime is a decreasing function of velocity as
expected. However, the interesting result is
that the loss-times are always larger in
hybrid divertor than in nonresonant
divertor for any given velocity; see Figure
9f. On the average, the loss-time is 2.39
times larger in hybrid divertor than in
nonresonant divertor.
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ζ = 0; and for nonresonant divertor, it is at r/b ≅
0.87, θ = 0, ζ = 0. (b) The rotational transforms ι
with ι0 ≅ 0.15. (c) The box-areas A of the footprints
as functions of velocity uψ. For high velocities, uψ >
10-2, the areas are roughly same with and without
islands. For low velocities, uψ ≤ 10-2, the field lines
strike over larger area in hybrid divertor than in
nonresonant divertor. (d) The average density of
strike points on the wall, nAV, as functions of
velocity uψ. For high velocities, uψ > 10-2, the
average densities are roughly same in both hybrid
and nonresonant divertors. For low velocities, uψ ≤
10-2, the average densities are smaller in hybrid
divertor than in nonresonant divertor. (e) The
maximum densities on the wall, nMAX, as functions
of velocity uψ. Generally, the maximum density is
smaller in hybrid divertor than in nonresonant
divertor. (f) Total loss-times ζl as functions of
velocity uψ. For all velocities, loss-time in hybrid
divertor is larger than in nonresonant divertor.

IV. Summary, conclusions, and discussion
A new type of stellarator divertor is
found. It has features of both the nonresonant
divertor and the resonant divertor. It has large
resonant islands outside and close to the
outermost confining surface and an
outermost surface with sharp edges. For this
reason, we have called this new divertor the
hybrid divertor. This divertor can be
produced by appropriately adjusting the
currents in external coils in nonresonant
divertor. The six islands in hybrid divertor
are large in size. The width of the islands is
about 2/5th of the minor radius.
There are three magnetic turnstiles in
the hybrid divertor inside the annulus
between the
outermost surface and the
furthest wall. Magnetic field lines exit and
enter the outermost surface to and from the
wall through the outgoing and incoming flux
tubes of the turnstiles. The probability
exponents of the turnstiles are 9/4, 21/20, and
43/10. The exponents are not universal8.
Comparison of the hybrid divertor
with the nonresonant divertor shows that the
hybrid divertor may have some good promise
as a stellarator divertor. Hybrid divertor

FIGURE 9. Comparison of the hybrid divertor with
nonresonant divertor. The blue squares are used for
the nonresonant divertor, and the black squares are
used for the hybrid divertor. (a) The outermost
confining surfaces. The outermost confining
surface for hybrid divertor is at r/b ≅ 0.7571, θ = 0,
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confines larger plasma volume. It has slightly
higher rotational transform on outermost
surface, and considerably higher average
shear. It is robust against ±7% change in ι0,
0.145 ≤ ι0 ≤ 0.155; and large changes in the
shape parameter εx, 0.2 ≤ εx ≤ -0.1. This
robustness may help with the requirement of
fixed rotation transform in resonant
stellarator divertor. For sufficiently small
velocities, footprints have considerably
larger size, considerably smaller average and
maximum densities of strike points; and more
than two fold larger loss-times for all
velocities. For these reasons, it holds good
promise as a stellarator divertor.
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